Here is an update - 7 February 2008 - on the perceived state of our planet's climate:
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7227080.stm
"Our findings suggest that a variety of tipping elements could reach their critical point within this century under human-induced
climate change," said Professor Tim Lenton from the University of East Anglia, the lead researcher on the study.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/7227585.stm Calls for climate change minister.
"Overall, the Government has failed to match its 1997 commitment to increase the use of green taxes"
John McFall, Treasury Committee chairman.

Here is an update - 7 February 2008 - on the true state of our planet's climate:
http://www.cato.org/pubs/pas/html/pa-609/pa-609index.htm
Like all estimates of the impacts of climate change, the FTA’s analyses are plagued with uncertainties resulting from the fact that
such estimates are derived using a series of linked models with the uncertain output of each model serving as the input for the
next model. To compound matters, each model is necessarily a simplified representation of reality. The results of impact
assessments are subject to potentially large systematic errors which tend to substantially overstate negative impacts.
http://www.eurotrib.com/story/2008/1/23/12131/3091
The present alarm on climate change is an instrument of social control, a pretext for major businesses and political battle. It
became an ideology, which is concerning. The last scientific report from the IPCC refers, for instance, that in Antarctica the
temperature rise preceded the rise in carbon dioxide emissions, but that is omitted in the report for policy makers.
Greenland Ice Extent at unprecedented levels and winter still has 2 months to go:
http://www.ilovemycarbondioxide.com/Greenland.html
RSS Satellite data for Jan08: 2nd coldest January for the planet in 15 years:
http://wattsupwiththat.wordpress.com/2008/02/04/rss-satellite-data-for-jan08-2nd-coldest-januaryfor-the-planet-in-15-years/
The Sun drives the weather and the climate (slide show):
http://www.ilovemycarbondioxide.com/pwrpt/piers/Solar_influence_by_Piers_Corbyn-01.html
Carbon Heat Trapping: Merely A Bit Player in Global Warming:
http://www.ilovemycarbondioxide.com/pdf/Global_Warming_Not_From_CO2_20080124.pdf
Scientist says Earth could soon face new Ice Age:
http://www.speroforum.com/site/article.asp?id=13834&t=Scientist+says+Earth+could+soon+face+new+Ice+Age

http://www.wunderground.com/US/Region/US/Temperature.html

HOW MUCH MORE INFORMATION DO YOU NEED BEFORE YOU FACE THE FACTS:
1. THERE BUT FOR A FREAK STREAK OF NATURE, WE WOULD ALL BE FROZEN.
2. CLIMATE CHANGE AT THE HANDS OF HUMANITY IS A COMPLETE NONSENSE.
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